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The dining room’s blue 
mood starts with a wall of 
cabinets painted in Ben
jamin Moore’s Newbury
port Blue. A Newell dining 
table from Profiles is  
surrounded by McLain 
Wiesand’s Reeded side 
chairs from John Rosselli 
& Associates, covered in 
Le Gracieux’s Keshte fab
ric and a Garrett leather. 
Marguerite lantern from 
McLain Wiesand. Rug by 
Stark. Ceiling in Benjamin 
Moore’s Studio Finishes 
Metallic Glaze in Silver. 
OPPOSITE: Tall baseboards 
outline the room and set 
off walls in Solstice silk by 
Phillip Jeffries. Painting by 
Vittorio Masoni.

Think you know blue? Think again. For a young Manhattan family, 
designer Gideon Mendelson takes America’s favorite color to 

glamorous new heights. Tip: If you love something, go all the way.

GO DEEP

INTERIOR DESIGN  Gideon Mendelson  INTERVIEW  Christine Pittel  PHOTOGRAPHY  Eric Piasecki
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A pair of Hampton sofas by Dennis 
Miller Associates, upholstered in 
Holly Hunt’s Strata, and two Allure 
lounge chairs by Nancy Corzine have 
clean, horizontal lines that suit the 
living room’s midcenturymodern 
vibe. Madeline Stuart  nesting tables 
from Jerry Pair. Curtains in Lee Jofa’s 
Glazed Silk. Tangiers Tile rug by 
Patterson Flynn Martin. Garrison 
pendant from the Urban Electric Co.
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CHRISTINE PITTEL: Such rich, sat
urated colors! Either the client is 
brave or you’re very persuasive.
GIDEON MENDELSON: Both! This 
is the second project I’ve done 
for this couple, so I already had 
their trust. We’ve gone through 
a learning curve with each 
other, and the whole process is 
more relaxed. That’s when won-
derful things happen. I could 
push them—and myself—to get 
an even stronger design.
And strong colors. Where did 
those glorious blues come from?
A color can come from any-
where—an area rug, a work of 
art, a collection of ceramics. It’s 
different every time. In the  
living room, that huge Massimo 
Vitali photograph was the 
jumping-off point. It’s a beach 
scene, light and airy, and I 
wanted the room to feel the 
same way.
Yet your blues are not the same 
as the blue in the photo. Why not?
I wasn’t trying to match it. The photo just 
gave me a sense of blue, and I knew the cli-
ent liked blue. So we picked a more citified 
shade—a silvery blue-gray with a little 
drop of green in it that made me think of 
the water in the photo. And then we decided 
to push the envelope a bit further and use 
multiple blues throughout the apartment 
to create depth and soul. I like moving 
through a space that feels cohesive, and one 
way to do that is by repeating a color. But 
you have to change it a bit to keep the expe-
rience interesting—the blue gets lighter 
and darker as you go from room to room. 
Walk me through the sequence.
The living room is the lightest. Here the blue 
is not on the walls but in the furnishings, 
so you get an impression of blue rather than 
a direct hit. Blue silk curtains frame that 
incredible window. The watery blue rug has 
a geometric pattern that’s over scaled to give 
it some zip. Imagine if the pattern were 
smaller—it would immediately become 
more traditional. All the fabrics have an 
interesting texture. Even the walls—done 
in greige Venetian plaster—have a kind  
of sheen. As light washes across these sur-
faces, the color subtly shifts. You can’t 
experience this room in exactly the same 
way twice, and that’s the beauty of it. Then 

you step into the dining room, and the blue 
is on the walls as well as the furnishings, 
and you’re immersed.
What mood are you trying to create?
Intimate, inviting. Here in the dining room, 
the blue is almost smoky and the ceiling is 
done in a silvery metallic paint, which adds 
instant glamour. The lantern is silvery as 
well. It’s a modern version of a traditional 
form, just like the table, which was inspired 
by an old-fashioned trestle. The chairs also 
look as if they could have belonged to your 
grandmother, but the lines are cleaner.  
I like finding modern things that look like 
they have some history or old things that 
look modern. That’s the way to create a 
timeless space, and you can do it without 
having to buy 18th-century furniture. 
I’d say you’re firmly planted in another era— 
more midcentury modern. 
It’s true. I’m a big lover of 20th-century 
design, the 1930s through the 1960s. Yet  
if you really analyze the rooms, each only 
has a few midcentury pieces. They’re 

 strategic—like the Brutalist 
lamp in the entry, the coffee 
table in the living room, and the 
sheepskin-covered chairs in the 
library. The rest of the furniture 
is a mix of old and new, yet you 
still get this strong impression 
of a great design aesthetic. You 
only need one or two good pieces 
to carry a room.
Mirrors are the design version of 
a secret weapon. Why did you put 
one in the dining room?
When you look into that mirror, 
you see right back into the adja-
cent living room, so it accentu-
ates that architectural axis line. 
It also reflects more light into 
the room, almost acting as a 
window, and we proportioned it 
to look like the living room win-
dow, with squares that echo the 
panes. The wall of cabinetry 
could have seemed heavy with-
out it. Those are the practical 
reasons, but there’s also some-
thing inherently mysterious 

about a mirror. It’s sort of sexy to watch 
yourself and other people laughing  
and talking in the midst of a dinner party, 
almost as if you’re watching a film.
Why switch from blue to green in the library?
It’s a play on an old-school library that would 
have been hunter green, but this olive is 
edgier. And the vinyl wallcovering is a super-
chic, contemporary version of the blue silk 
on the dining room walls. This couple has 
two small children, and they wanted some-
thing more durable in here.
I’ve seen tufted headboards, but you tufted a 
whole bedroom wall!
That’s for their little girl. It’s hard to find 
just the right shade of pink paint, but with 
fabric, you know how it will look immedi-
ately. And the tufting adds dimension and 
makes the pink feel more sophisticated. 
The best clients are the ones who are able to 
fall in love, and these clients fell in love 
with color and lamps and coffee tables.. .on 
and on. And if you fall in love, you can cre-
ate beautiful rooms. Anything can happen.

ABOVE: “I love having some fun in an entry,” Mendelson says. A Brutalist lamp stands on a vintage 
blacklacquered cabinet. Phillip Jeffries’s Mystic Weave wallcovering shows off a mirror from Interiors 
by Royale. OPPOSITE: The library, with Farrow & Ball’s Olive paint and Phillip Jeffries’s Vinyl Thai Silk 
wallcovering, represents “a warmer zone.” Tommi Parzinger coffee table with pullout stools and Kurt 
Østervig chairs for Rolschau MØbler date from the 1950s. Sofa by A. Rudin. Rug by Stark.
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The palette moves back 
to a cool, soothing blue 
in the master bedroom, 
with Santorini Blue on 
the walls and Water’s 
Edge on the trim, both 
by Benjamin Moore. 
Custom bed  upholstered 
in a Manuel Canovas 
fabric. Veronique swing
arm light from Remains 
Lighting. Curtains in 
Beardsley by Zimmer + 
Rohde. Rug by Stark.  
FOR MORE DETAILS, SEE 
RESOURCES

ABOVE: A walkin closet feels like a room when it’s furnished with 
the Audrey console from Made Goods and a stool from Mecox. 
Norma mirror, Made Goods. Paint, Benjamin Moore’s Santorini 
Blue. BELOW: Nancy Corzine’s Allure benches offer convenient seats 
in the master bedroom. Josef pendant, Phoenix Day. 

ABOVE: A wall upholstered in Jane Churchill’s Woodbury becomes 
the focal point of the daughter’s bedroom. Bed linens from Gracious 
Home. Sanford swingarm lights by Vaughan. Pendant by Circa 
Lighting. Roman shade in Siena Toile by Schumacher. BELOW: The 
master bath is painted in Benjamin Moore’s Iced Cube Silver.


